There's a lot happening at the Lloyd Library. After nearly four months, the Lloyd is re-opening for collection use with new safety measures and equipment in place. Our online community continues to grow. Our latest digital exhibit, *Women and Nature*, profiles women scientists and illustrators from the seventeenth through nineteenth century and allows a look inside their books. There's still more planned. Watch for information on our new podcast.

### Lloyd Re-opens for Collection Use

Starting July 1, the Lloyd Library will reopen for collection use by appointment only. Whether searching for gardening tips, current or historic scientific information, environmental studies, or artistic inspiration, contact the Lloyd to schedule an appointment at (513) 721-3707 or through the [website](#). Please note, the 9-10 a.m. time slot is set aside daily for members of high-risk groups. For more information, click [here](#).

### Nearly 9,000 following Lloyd Library on Instagram

Instagram is a great way to stay connected and share the Lloyd's collections, especially as we all try to maintain social distance. The Lloyd now has nearly 9,000 followers! Help us reach that number. From birds and bats to flowers and fungi, images throughout the history of scientific illustration continue to fascinate and inspire. The posts also bring engaging reference questions from all over the world.

### New Online Exhibit Women and Nature
In 2020, the Lloyd Library participated in the commemoration of the 100th anniversary of women's suffrage by exhibiting the contributions of women to the study of nature through scholarship and art. The Lloyd has a new online exhibit focusing on the earliest works and featuring rare images, digitized book access and more. Learn more about luminaries like Maria Sibylla Merian and Elizabeth Blackwell while experiencing the artistry of scientific illustration.

Show Your Support with a Membership--Join Here
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Open by Appointment Only
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www.lloydlibrary.org

Lloyd Library Will Be Closed July 3 for Independence Day
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